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Dr. MacRae Interviewed by aim Neher 8-6-79

On or two things occur to me inrelation to some things we
were speaking of last time. I did not want to give the impression
when I utterly minimized the idea of a long continuing conspiracy
or a conspiracy of a particular racial or religions group.xt
±k that I don't think the communist conspiracy today is a

very real ththng. I believe the Russian government is pouring great
sums of money into attempts to overthrow our whole situation in
this country, and they are doing everything they can to cause
confusion and turmoil, but I don't think that with all their
cleverness and skillfulness, I don't think they could accomplish
much if it wasn't for the brainwashing of people in college
and of course through the teachers in high school and grammar
school and also through newspapers and magazines.

One of the most absurd things I ever heard of is this
business of talking about big oil as ix±k being responsible for
this terrible thing, and we may to May l a gallon for gasoline
whereas in England and Germany I understand they are paying
$2.40, for it and it is the Arabs that are raising it, and even
in the programs on TV and magazines you'll find people saying
this is all a conspiracy of big oil against ik us. And that gives
fertile ground for the communist conspiracy to work in and they
are working very effectively.

Neher: How specifically would they use that?

It simply gives an atmosphere in which they can get a
group of people who are upset. These anti-neuclear demonstra
tions they have all over. There are some thoughtless people in
them who think how terrible a nuclear økk*xwtxex
xxixfxx devestation would be and simply from a feeling

of goodness and fear are doing this, but certainly a lot of it
is stirred up by people who are trying to stirr up people to

make difficulty.

In Russia and all the communist countries they are building
up their nuclear energy as fast as possible. If they can keep us
from getting it, it weakens us all around. Certainly there is an
organizational force back of it that I don't think, is controlling
it but is seeing that there is an opportunity to do something that
weakens us. And they will try this that or the other. Certainly
the terrorism that there is at present in Germany and in Italy
and the Palestine Liberation Organization, well these are in
dividual local groups, often people who have been propagandized
in their college courses, etc., but they are furnished with
materials and weapons and given trainigg by the communist groups.

I don't think the communist groups tell them exactly what
they should do, but they give them the means to do it and they
encourage them and push them along in those directions. So that
I think we need to be on the watch to do anything we can to pre
vent these things, but I don't think that all the Christians to-
gether in the country could make a great difference with what the
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